Emerging evidence suggests that cochlear synaptopathy is a common feature of sensorineural 3 hearing loss, but it is not known whether electrophysiological metrics targeting synaptopathy in 4 animals can be applied to a broad range of people, such as those with impaired audiograms. 5 This study investigates the applicability of subcortical electrophysiological measures associated 6 with synaptopathy such as auditory brainstem responses (ABRs) and envelope following 7 responses (EFRs) in older participants with high-frequency sloping audiograms. This is important 8 for the development of reliable and sensitive synaptopathy diagnostics in people with normal or 9 impaired outer-hair-cell function. Broadband click-ABRs at different sound pressure levels and 10 EFRs to amplitude-modulated stimuli were recorded, as well as relative EFR and ABR metrics 11 which reduce individual factors such as head size and noise floor level. Most tested metrics 12 showed significant differences between the groups and did not always follow the trends 13 expected from synaptopathy. Audiometric hearing loss and age-related hearing related deficits 14 interacted to affect the electrophysiological metrics and complicated their interpretation in 15 terms of synaptopathy. This study contributes to a better understanding of how 16 electrophysiological synaptopathy metrics differ in ears with healthy and impaired audiograms, 17 which is an important first step towards unravelling the perceptual consequences of 18 synaptopathy. 19 20 21 Keywords 22 auditory brainstem response, envelope following response, cochlear synaptopathy, diagnostics, 23 sensorineural hearing loss, deafferentation 24 25 26 27
Introduction
The cochlea is a complex structure with many interdependent components that shape how we 2 perceive sound. With age and/or exposure to noise or ototoxic agents, cochlear structures can 3 deteriorate, yielding different degrees and manifestations of sensorineural hearing loss. Outer- 4 hair-cell (OHC) loss is an important contributor to hearing loss and causes a reduced 5 amplification of sensory input that is associated with worsened frequency selectivity and wider 6 auditory filters (Glasberg and Moore, 1986) . As OHC loss is associated with elevated pure tone 7 thresholds, this hearing deficit can routinely be quantified using the standard audiogram 8 procedure (Johnson, 1970) . However, some aspects of hearing impairment, especially those 9 reported by people with normal-hearing thresholds, are not sufficiently characterised by the 10 audiogram alone (Hind et al., 2011; Kobel et al., 2017; Kumar et al., 2007 ; Lobarinas et al., 11 2017). These so-called suprathreshold hearing deficits, in the presence of normal sound 12 detection, are a topic of intensive investigation as the underlying cause of these deficits may 13 explain why two individuals with the same audiogram can have very different speech 14 intelligibility scores (Festen and Plomp, 1983 ). 15 One possible cause for suprathreshold hearing deficits in the presence of normal hearing 16 sensitivity is cochlear synaptopathy or neuropathy. Research in mice has shown that an 17 overexposure to noise can lead to a loss of up to 50% of the synapses and cochlear nerve 18 terminals innervating the inner hair cells (IHC) while hearing thresholds are normal (Kujawa and 19 Liberman, 2009). Cochlear synaptopathy is hypothesised to be induced by glutamate 20 excitotoxicity in the post-synaptic terminals of IHCs and the consequences are swelling, bursting 21 and finally the withdrawal of the terminal dendrite (Liberman and Kujawa, 2017) . Because each 22 neuron communicates only with one IHC per tonotopic location along the basilar membrane 23 (Stamataki et al., 2006) , even a partial deafferentation leads to a loss of information in the chain 24 of information transfer that could eventually lead to neurodegeneration of the spiral ganglion 25 cells (SGC; Liberman and Kujawa, 2017) . Low-spontaneous rate (low-SR) fibres with high firing 26 thresholds are relatively more affected by noise exposure (Furman et al., 2013) or aging 27 (Schmiedt et al., 1996) than those with low thresholds and high-spontaneous firing rates (high- 28 SR fibres). Given its expression, synaptopathy is thought to degrade the robust encoding of 29 suprathreshold temporal envelopes (Bharadwaj et al., 2014 ; Parthasarathy and Kujawa, 2018; 30 Verhulst et al., 2018b), or results in the loss of spectral contrast important for speech-in-noise 1 decoding (Carney, 2018) . 2 In animal studies, it is possible to study and relate histological findings of synaptopathy directly 3 to non-invasive subcortical electrophysiological measures such as the auditory brainstem 4 response (ABR) and the envelope following response (EFR). The most prominent finding is the 5 correlation between the ABR Wave-I amplitude at moderate-to-high sound levels and the 6 number of intact IHC synapses (Furman et al., 2013; Kujawa and Liberman, 2009 ; Lin et al., 7 2011). EFRs to modulated pure tones with modulation rates around 0.7-1 kHz can also be a 8 robust and indirect measure for noise or ageing-induced synaptopathy (Parthasarathy and 9 Kujawa, 2018; Shaheen et al., 2015) . The relationship between synaptopathy and auditory 10 evoked potentials has opened avenues to diagnose synaptopathy in humans and to study the 11 relationship between synaptopathy and sound perception. 12 In humans, a stronger reduction of EFR strength with decreasing stimulus modulation depth was 13 found to go along with worse ITD detection thresholds as well as degraded AM detection and 14 poorer selective attention performance in listeners with otherwise normal audiograms 15 (Bharadwaj et al., 2015) . Reduced perceptual temporal encoding abilities may thus be 16 diagnosed using this relative EFR slope metric. Second, the ratio between the hair-cell- 17 generated summating potential (SP) and the cochlear-neuron generated action potential (AP or 18 ABR Wave I) was also suggested as a marker of synaptopathy in humans. It predicted the poorer 19 word-recognition-in-noise performance of participants with higher doses of self-reported noise 20 exposure . Further studies have related the ABR Wave-I amplitude to the 21 amount of life time noise exposure (Bramhall et al., 2017; Valderrama et al., 2018) and tinnitus 22 (Schaette and McAlpine, 2011) in accordance with noise-induced synaptopathy observations in 23 rodents (Furman et al., 2013; Kujawa and Liberman, 2009; Möhrle et al., 2016) . Lastly, Mehraei 24 et al., (2016) argued that increased Wave-V latency for increasing background noise levels may 25 emphasise the contribution of low-SR fibres to the ABR resulting from their high firing 26 thresholds and delayed onset responses (Bourien et al., 2014) . Smaller than normal Wave-V 27 latency shifts would hence predict a loss of low-SR fibres. 28 That synaptopathy is expressed in humans is known from SGC counts performed in post- 1 mortem human temporal bones with normal populations of hair cells, estimating a mean annual 2 loss of up to 100 SGC (Makary et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2018) . Work in macaques further 3 suggested that mammals are more resilient to hair cell loss, but show similar vulnerability to 4 cochlear synaptopathy in comparison to most rodent models (Valero et al., 2017) . Nevertheless, 5 the degree to which synaptopathy and the use of subcortical measures for diagnostics are 6 transferable to humans is still a topic of debate due to species-specific differences in the 7 physiology of hearing (Hickox et al., 2017; Plack et al., 2016; Prendergast et al., 2017) . 8 Furthermore, humans show increased variation in physiological measures compared to animals 9 due to the heterogeneity in tissue-conductance, head size, cognitive abilities, noise exposure ). This multitude of factors combined with the fact that subcortical EEG measures are only 15 indirect indicators of synaptopathy reduce the translation from animal study findings to 16 individualise diagnostic metrics for cochlear synaptopathy in humans. 17 Despite a range of positive findings, there is also a considerable body of research that did not 18 find links between sound perception and electrophysiological measures of synaptopathy. For 19 example, a study which investigated the relationship between noise exposure history, 20 suprathreshold functional hearing tests and the ABR Wave-I amplitude did not find any 21 significant relation between the metrics (Fulbright et al., 2017) . Guest and colleagues (2017) 22 followed a similar approach and did not find any links between noise exposure history and the 23 ABR Wave-I amplitude, or EFR measures, in young adults with and without tinnitus. Another 24 study which included more than 100 participants with normal audiometric thresholds could not 25 establish any relationship between noise exposure history and the ABR Wave I and the 26 frequency-following response magnitude . From the listed studies, we 27 can either conclude that noise-induced cochlear synaptopathy might not play an important role 28 in young adults with normal audiometric hearing threshold, or that the adopted 29 electrophysiological measures are not sensitive enough to reveal subtle differences in neural 1 fibre populations. 2 The interpretation of subcortical EEG metrics in terms of synaptopathy is further complicated by 3 the presence of other peripheral contributors to hearing loss, such as OHC deficits. Even though 4 it has been shown that effects of cochlear synaptopathy are more pronounced with advancing 5 age (Fernandez et al., 2015; Parthasarathy and Kujawa, 2018; Sergeyenko et al., 2013) , impaired 6 audiograms are also common in the ageing population (ISO, 1990) . Aging listeners with 7 impaired audiograms are thus likely to suffer from both OHC deficits and synaptopathy, 8 rendering the interpretation of electrophysiological metrics complicated as the metrics can be 9 affected by both deficits. The quantification and isolation of cochlear synaptopathy from other 10 coexisting contributors of hearing loss is therefore still a major unsolved problem in hearing 11 diagnostics (Hickox et al., 2017; Kobel et al., 2017; Plack et al., 2016; Verhulst et al., 2016) . 12 As a first step to disentangle peripheral hearing deficits from a single electrophysiological 13 metric, we investigated whether existing ABR/EFR metrics for synaptopathy diagnosis in a young 14 NH (yNH) group (25±4.1 years) follow the same trends for an older hearing impaired (oHI) group 15 (65±7.9 years) with high-frequency sloping audiograms. The latter group has OHC deficits as 16 verified using the audiogram and distortion-product otoacoustic emission (DPOAE) thresholds 17 (Chen et al., 2008) and is expected to suffer from synaptopathy on the basis of recent studies 18 relating normal ageing to synaptopathy expression (Parthasarathy and Kujawa, 2018; 19 Sergeyenko et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2018) . We hypothesise that if synaptopathy drives the 20 considered electrophysiological metrics, the oHI group should perform equally bad or worse 21 than the worst performing yNH participants. However, if the results of the oHI participants do 22 not follow the trends expected from synaptopathy, and show a relationship to hearing 23 sensitivity differences within the older group, the considered metric is likely impacted by both 24 OHC and synaptopathy and may consequently not be a robust marker of synaptopathy in 25 listeners with impaired audiograms. This study investigates which differences in markers of 26 synaptopathy developed for NH listeners can realistically be expected in two extreme 27 participant groups: a young reference group (yNH) and a representative clinical population with 28 mild sensorineural hearing loss (oHI). The study outcomes can help to restrain the large 29 parameter space of potentially appropriate diagnostic metrics for synaptopathy to identify 1 measures that can quantify synaptopathy in the presence of normal or abnormal OHC function. 2 1.1. Considered ABR/EFR metrics and expected outcomes 3 We report individual differences in electrophysiological response behaviour for multiple 4 stimulus parameters such as bandwidth, modulation frequency and depth as well as sound 5 pressure level (SPL) to provide a comprehensive view of the applicability of subcortical EEG 6 metrics in the two listener groups. We incorporate a relative metric design to account for inter- 7 individual differences and further reduce measurement uncertainty by combining different 8 measures. In our analysis, we consider relationships of the metrics to objective physiological 9 markers of peripheral hearing and other electrophysiological markers. We do not specifically 10 consider age as an explanatory variable as it can be linked to both synaptopathy (e.g. 11 Parthasarathy and Kujawa, 2018) and OHC deficits (e.g. Wu et al., 2018) . We investigate the 12 following hypotheses which are motivated by extending the NH synaptopathy results to an 13 older HI group with high-frequency hearing loss and a suspected high degree of synaptopathy. 14 15 1) Reduced EFR amplitudes: 16 On the basis of animal-synaptopathy findings (Parthasarathy and Kujawa, 2018; Shaheen et al., 17 2015) and reduced temporal envelop encoding ability (Bharadwaj et al., 2014) we expect that 18 the EFR strength is reduced in the oHI group. Because biophysical EFR-model predictions 19 support the idea that OHC loss does not strongly influence the EFR metric (Verhulst et al., 20 2018a, 2018b, 2016), we predict that reduced EFR amplitudes in the oHI group predominantly 21 reflect their individual degree of synaptopathy. In line with this, individual differences in oHI- 22 EFRs should not relate to hearing threshold differences in this group. 23 2) Steeper EFR slope metric: 24 If the EFR strength reflects the temporal coding ability of the brainstem, the EFR amplitude 25 slope as a function of modulation depth reduction should be steeper in the oHI group. If this is 26 not the case, the EFR slope metric might not exclusively be sensitive to synaptopathy and reflect 27 a contribution of OHC deficits as well. 28 3) Lower ABR amplitudes for equal SPL at suprathreshold levels: 29 The ABR Wave I should be reduced in the oHI group if synaptopathy is driving this metric (e.g. 1 Kujawa and Liberman, 2009 ). We also expect reduced amplitudes for the Wave V if central gain 2 compensation does not play a role. Because central gain compensation (i.e., normal Wave V in 3 the presence of a reduced Wave I) was mostly observed in young, but not older, animals with 4 synaptopathy (Möhrle et al., 2016), we expect that the ABR Wave-V amplitudes of our 5 advanced-age oHI group relate well to how synaptopathy affects the ABR Wave-I. 6 4) Shallower ABR amplitude slopes: 7 If synaptopathy is the driving force behind the ABR amplitude as a function of stimulus level 8 increases (i.e., the ABR amplitude slope), we expect a shallower slope for the oHI group. 9 However, a potential loss of cochlear compression due to OHC deficits would yield steeper ABR 12 relatively stronger contributions of the intact apical portion of the basilar membrane. If 13 synaptopathy drives the ABR amplitude metric, we expect to see shallower ABR slopes which do 14 not relate to the ABR latency slope, expected to reflect OHC loss. 15 5) Relationship between EFR and ABR metrics: 16 Lastly, if the ABR amplitude slope and EFR slope both represent aspects of synaptopathy, we 17 expect a positive correlation between these metrics under the assumption that the neuronal 18 population generating the EFR can be seen as a subgroup of the fibres responding to the click- 19 ABR. Likewise, we expect to see a relationship between individual EFR magnitudes and the EFR 20 slope as a function of stimulus modulation depth, and of the EFR magnitude with the ABR 21 amplitude slope. The study included 23 young normal-hearing (yNH) participants between 14 and 32 years of age 26 (M age = 25 years; SD age = 4.1, 14 females) and 23 older hearing-impaired participants (oHI) aged 27 between 48 and 77 (M age = 65 years; SD age = 7.9, 11 females). All yNH participants had normal 28 pure tone thresholds (≤ 25 dB HL) assessed with a clinical audiometer (Auritec AT900, Hamburg, 29 Germany) using a standard procedure for frequencies between 0.125 and 8 kHz. The oHI 1 participants had high-frequency sloping audiograms with hearing losses up to 45 dB HL at 4 kHz 2 as shown in the red/orange traces in Figure 1 . Given the evidence that synaptopathy sets in 3 before OHC loss can be detected (Fernandez et al., 2015;  Parthasarathy and Kujawa, 2018; 4 Sergeyenko et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2018) the oHI group has expected sensory as well as synaptic 5 hearing damage. To assess OHC integrity and cochlear function, audiometric thresholds were 6 complemented with DPOAE thresholds measured at 4 kHz. The DPOAE thresholds roughly 7 correlated with the pure tone detection threshold measured at the same frequency using a two-8 alternative forced-choice adaptive tracking procedure and insert earphones (ER-2 with ER10-B, 9 Etymotic Research, Elk Grove Village, IL, USA). Further details on the DPOAE threshold 10 procedure can be found in Verhulst et al. (2016) . Participants were informed about the 11 experimental procedures according to the ethical guidelines at the University of Oldenburg. 12 Written informed consent was obtained and participants were paid for their participation. 
Stimuli

17
Each ABR epoch had a duration of 30 ms and consisted of a 80-µs condensation click followed 18 by silence. After each epoch, a short uniformly distributed random silence jitter (> 0 and < 3 ms; 19 mean = 1.5 ms) was added. 7000 epochs were presented at a rate of 33.3 Hz for all four tested 20 conditions: 70, 80, 90 and 100 dB peak-equivalent sound pressure level (peSPL). The amplitude-modulated EFR stimuli consisted of two main conditions. The broadband (BB) 1 condition was designed to achieve a maximally broad excitation on the basilar membrane while 2 the pure tone (PT) was expected to maximise individual differences in the 4-kHz range, where 3 the DPOAE threshold was measured. Several other EFR conditions were collected from a subset 4 of participants (see Table 1 ). The stimuli varied in bandwidth, SPL, modulation depth (MD) and 5 modulation frequency (f m ). 6 7 The BB stimuli consisted of a 75-dB-SPL white noise carrier that was amplitude-modulated with 8 a modulation frequency of 120 Hz. The 4-kHz PT stimuli were calibrated to 70 dB SPL. For both 9 stimulus types, three different modulation depths 0, -4, -8 dB (equivalent to 100, 63 and 40 % 10 depth) were used yielding a total of six main conditions. All other conditions were only tested at 11 100% modulation depth. The narrowband (NB) stimuli had the same white noise carrier as the 12 broadband stimuli but were band-limited to one octave centred around 4 kHz. This stimulus was 13 designed to achieve good signal strength while retaining frequency specificity around the centre 14 frequency. The narrowband stimuli were tested at 75 and 70 dB SPL to allow for a comparison 15 to the broadband and the pure tone data, and to assess the influence of SPL on the EFR. The 16 'broadband 480' condition only differed from the broadband condition by its modulation 17 frequency of 480 Hz. This higher modulation frequency was included to target more peripheral 18 generators than the brainstem (Purcell et al., 2004) and might be more directly related to AN 19 processing. 20 Each broadband stimulus lasted 600 ms followed by a uniformly distributed random silence 21 jitter (>90 and <110 ms; mean = 100 ms). All narrowband and pure-tone stimuli were ramped 22 using a 5% tapered-cosine window and were repeated 800 times, whereas all broadband stimuli 23 were repeated only 600 times because they elicited more robust EFRs. Both polarities (50% 24 each) were presented. Due to time restrictions, not all participants were tested in all possible conditions. Three yNH and nine oHI participants took part in both main conditions (BB, PT), all 1 other participants were only exposed to either the BB or PT condition. EEG recording took place 2 in a double-walled electrically shielded measurement booth. Participants sat comfortably in a 3 reclining chair while watching a silent movie. All stimuli were presented monaurally (better ear 4 based on the audiogram) using foam tips coupled to magnetically-shielded ER-2 insert 5 earphones (Etymotic Research, Elk Grove Village, IL, USA) which were connected to a TDT-HB7 6 headphone driver (Tucker-Davis, Alachua, FL, USA) and a Fireface UCX sound card (RME, 7 Haimhausen, Germany). All stimuli were generated in MATLAB at a sampling rate of 48 kHz and 8 calibrated using an oscilloscope (for ABR only), B&K type 4157 ear simulator and sound level 9 meter type 2610 (Brüel & Kjaer, Naerum, Denmark). EEGs were recorded using a 32-channel EEG 10 amplifier and cap (Biosemi, Amsterdam, Netherlands) with a sampling rate of 16384 Hz and 24-11 bit AD conversion. Common mode sense active and driven right leg passive electrode (CMS/DRL) 12 were placed near the vertex of the participant. The data were re-referenced to the offline 13 averaged earlobe electrodes. The vertex electrode (Cz), yielding the best signal strength, was 14 used for all further analyses. Electrode offsets (DC values of the common mode signal) were 15 kept below 20 mV. 16 17 The ABR data were filtered using a finite impulse response filter (FIR) with a forward-backward 18 procedure to avoid phase shifts. The data were first high-pass filtered at 200 Hz after which they 19 were low-pass filtered at 1500 Hz. After filtering, the data were epoched between -5 and 20 ms 20 around the stimulus onset, baseline corrected and averaged. ABR latencies and peak amplitudes 21 of Wave I and V were extracted using the auditory wave analysis tool for Python developed by 22 B. Buran (see https://github.com/bburan/abr for details on the procedure). All reported 23 latencies were compensated for by the fixed recording delay of the sound delivery system (1.16 24 ms). 25 All EFR data were pre-processed using the Python programming language (version 2.7.10 | 26 Anaconda 2.3.0 (64-bit), www.python.org) and MNE-Python (version 0.9.0) (Gramfort et al., 27 2014, 2013). An EOG channel was constructed from the electrodes Fp1 and Fp2 to facilitate eye 28 movement artefact detection. To improve the Independent Component Analysis (ICA) results, 29 the data were filtered (1 to 40 Hz) using an infinite impulse response (IIR) Butterworth filter of 1 4 th order. They were epoched to one second long chunks using an epoch rejection threshold of 2 150 µV. The implemented fast ICA algorithm was applied (max. 300 iterations) and eye 3 movement related artefacts were determined (Debener et al., 2010) . The ICA weights were then 4 applied to the original unfiltered data to remove artefacts. 5 The eye-artefact-free data were high-pass filtered at 60 Hz and then low-pass filtered at 650 Hz 6 using a 4 th order IIR Butterworth filter. A zero-phase shift was achieved by applying a forward-7 backward filter procedure. Bad channels were removed based on recording notes and visual 8 inspection. Data were epoched from -0.01 to 0.6 sec. around trigger onset. The 10 ms before 9 trigger onset were used for baseline correction and discarded afterwards. Epochs with 10 amplitudes exceeding a 100 μV threshold were removed. Each epoch was transformed to the 11 frequency domain using Matlab's Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) function. To estimate the 12 frequency dependent noise floor and to get a better estimate of the data distribution, a 13 bootstrap procedure was applied (Zhu et al., 2013) . First, a magnitude spectrum estimate of the 14 neural responses for each condition and participant was computed by averaging randomly 15 drawn epochs. The random draws (with replacement) equalled the number of epochs left after 16 artefact rejection in each condition. This step was repeated 200 times resulting in an estimated 17 magnitude spectrum distribution. The average spectrum of this approximately Gaussian 18 distributed measure was used as the estimate of the individual participant's magnitude 19 spectrum of the response per condition. The standard deviation of the 200 estimates was used 20 as an estimator of the variability. The spectral magnitude of the noise floor was calculated using 21 a similar approach, except for that the number of frequency estimates was increased to 1000 22 and that the phase of half of the randomly drawn epochs were flipped. This method cancels out 23 the constant time-locked signal (i.e., the EFR) in the recording and only preserves the non- 24 stationary noise that has a characteristic shape proportional to 1/f (Voytek et al., 2015) . The 25 estimated noise floor and the response estimate were then transformed to a logarithmic dB 26 scale using 20 * log 10 ( ). The reference reflects the amplitude of a pure tone with a 27 root-mean-square value of one. Lastly, the estimated noise floor was subtracted from the 28 absolute EFR magnitude to yield a signal-to-noise ratio measure (EFR SNR) which was used in all 29 further EFR analyses and is referred to as EFR or EFR magnitude. Responses were considered as 1 significant above the noise floor if their magnitude at the modulation frequency exceeded the 2 1000 computed noise floor estimates in more than 95% of all cases. The EFR normalization to 3 the noise floor allows for a better comparison of EFR SNRs between individuals as it takes into 4 account individual differences in background noise floor level. The EFR normalization is also 5 particularly important when comparing EFRs across different modulation frequencies as both 6 the modulation transfer function (Purcell et al., 2004 ; Tichko and Skoe, 2017) and the 7 background noise levels are frequency dependent. 8 The assumptions for the performed statistical inference tests were tested using the 'SciPy' 9 python package for scientific computing (Millman and Aivazis, 2011; Oliphant, 2007) . The 10 assumption of normal-distribution was tested using the Shapiro-Wilk-Test. The equal-variance 11 assumption was tested using the Leven-Test. If assumptions were satisfied 12 dependent/independent t-tests were used to test differences between two samples. If the 13 normal-distribution assumption was not met for two independent samples, the non-parametric 14 Mann-Whitney U-Test (U) was applied. If only the equal-variance assumption was violated, 15 Welch's t-test was performed. If two dependent samples violated the normal-distribution 16 assumption, the Wilcoxen signed-rank test (W) was applied. All correlations reported refer to 17 the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) if both variables were normally-distributed, otherwise 18 Spearman's rank correlation coefficient (ρ) was used. 19 All analyses of variance (ANOVA) and post-hoc analyses were done in the R programming 20 environment (R Core Team, 2017) using the 'nlme' (Pinheiro et al., 2017) and 'lsmeans' (Russell, 21 2016) packages. All reported p-values for multiple comparisons were Bonferroni adjusted to 22 control for the family-wise error rate and can be directly compared to the applied significance 23 level of α = 0.05. 24 
Data Processing and Analysis
Results
25
The EFR magnitudes for the main BB and PT stimulus conditions and three modulation depths 26 are illustrated in Figure 2 for the different participant groups. A two-factor (2x3) mixed design 27 ANOVA comparing all data for the BB-EFR magnitudes indicated a significant main effect of the comparisons) showed significantly lower EFR magnitudes for the oHI participants in all three 2 modulation depth conditions. As expected, decreasing the modulation depth resulted in smaller 3 EFRs. EFR magnitudes were significantly smaller between the 0 dB and -8 dB conditions as well 4 as for the -4 dB and -8 dB contrast in both groups. No significance was indicated between the 0 5 dB and -4 dB conditions in neither of the groups. The PT-EFRs showed similar outcomes with a 6 significant main effect of group (F(1,18) = 26.34; p < 0.0001; η 2 = 0.59) and modulation depth 7 (F(2,36) = 6.08; p = 0.0053; η 2 = 0.23). The interaction did not reach significance. The post-hoc 8 tests (15 comparisons) only showed significant differences between the groups for the 0 and -4 9 dB modulation depth conditions, and between the 0 and -8 dB conditions within the yNH group. 10 When only considering the EFRs that exceeded the noise floor significantly in the analysis (see 11 methods), the reduction of EFR magnitudes with decreasing modulation depth was strongly 12 diminished for the PT and BB conditions in the oHI group and for the PT condition in the yNH 13 group. The percentage of participants with EFR magnitudes above the noise floor is shown in 14 Table 2 for the BB and PT conditions. 15 16 The increase of non-significant EFRs for smaller modulation depths, especially prominent in oHI 17 participants, underlines the increased difficulty for the brainstem to encode envelope 18 information robustly. The influence of the carrier type (BB vs. PT) was investigated using a two- 19 factor (2x3) mixed design ANOVA. The carrier type shows a significant main effect for the yNH 20 (F(1,30) = 21.01; p = 0.0001; η2 = 0.41) and oHI participants (F(1,24) = 10.56; p = 0.0034; η2 = the BB-EFR slopes in the yNH group and independent two-sided t-tests comparing yNH and oHI 9 participants in the BB (t(36) = -1.90; p = 0.0660) and PT conditions (t(18) = -1.63; p = 0.1209) did 10 not indicate significant differences. This result was unexpected given that shallower EFR slopes 11 are associated with better temporal envelope coding ability (Bharadwaj et al., 2015) and as the 12 oHI group is expected to suffer from synaptopathy, they should have steeper-than-normal 13 slopes. Opposite to what was expected from the synaptopathy-hypothesis, oHI participants had 14 shallower mean slopes than the yNH group, and some participants even showed positive slopes. 15 To better understand the observed slopes, we investigated how the EFR slopes are linked to the yNH-EFR slopes only showed a 2 significant correlation to the -8-dB MD 3 EFR condition (BB: r = -0.52, p = 4 0.0157; PT: r = -0.76, p = 0.0062) 5 reflecting that the EFR slope is mostly 6 determined by the degree of 7 temporal coding at lower modulation 8 depths. On the other hand, the oHI 9 slopes showed an inverse relationship 10 as the HI-EFR slopes correlated 11 strongest with the 0-dB MD EFR 12 condition (BB: ρ = 0.47, p = 0.0551; PT: 13 r = 0.76, p = 0.0169). Their slope is therefore mainly determined by the degree of temporal 14 coding at higher modulation depths. 15 With one exception, we did not find significant correlations between the EFR magnitudes in the 16 different conditions and the 4-kHz audiogram or 4-kHz DPOAE thresholds within the yNH or oHI 17 group. Given that synaptopathy does not affect hearing thresholds (Kujawa and Liberman, is independent of hearing sensitivity. However, at 4 kHz, we did see a single positive correlation 2 between the PT-EFR (100% MD) and the audiogram threshold within the oHI group (r = 0.68, p = 3 0.0430, N = 9). Of all oHI participants, the largest EFR magnitudes were found for individuals 4 with audiogram thresholds > 30 dB HL (i.e. greater hearing loss). This result might be explained 5 by a mechanism in which greater degrees of OHC loss result in a linearization of cochlear 6 processing, which could counteract the EFR reduction associated with synaptopathy. Significant 7 EFR magnitudes were recorded for the majority of oHI participants for 100% modulated stimuli, 8 suggesting that the EFR metric itself might be robust for usage in listeners with sloping high- 9 frequency audiograms. However, as the PT-EFRs were only significant above the noise floor for 10 individuals with thresholds > 30 dB HL, OHC deficits might interact with synaptopathy to affect 11 the EFR magnitude (at least in the PT condition). The only significant link between the hearing 12 sensitivity measures (4-kHz audiogram/DPOAE thresholds) and the EFR slope metric was found 13 in the oHI-PT group (r = 0.86, p = 0.0032) which can be explained by how the slope links to the 14 EFR magnitudes (see above). 15 16 A stimulus bandwidth change from BB to NB (t(20) = 5.85; p < 0.0001) and again from NB to PT 17 (t(10) = 4.76; p = 0.0009) reduced the yNH-EFRs significantly (left panel of Figure 5A ). A 18 significant effect of bandwidth on the oHI-EFRs (right panel of Figure 5A ) was not found. On a 19 group level and using an independent t-test, a 5-dB stimulus level difference reached 20 significance (t(30) = -2.20; p = 0.0361), showing a larger EFR mean for the 70-dB-SPL than for the 21 75-dB-SPL NB condition. This level effect was still present when only including participants who 22 participated in both conditions (t(8) = -2.53, p = 0.0354). For the oHI participants, this difference 23 only reached significance on a group level when considering all data points (t(21) = 2.60, p = 24 0.0168). The oHI participants showed significantly smaller EFRs than the yNH participants in 25 both NB conditions (75 dB: t(33) = 4.45; p = 0.0001 and 70 dB: t(18) = 7.35; p < 0.0001). 26 27 When comparing EFR magnitudes to the modulation frequencies of 120 and 480 Hz ( Figure 5B ), 28 the yNH participants showed a significant homogenous decrease with increasing modulation 29 frequency (t(20) = 7.40; p < 0.0001), even when only considering significant responses (t(13) = 1 5.80; p = 0.0001). The correlation between the two EFR conditions showed a positive trend but 2 did not reach significance (r = 0.35; p = 0.12, N = 21). For oHI participants, where the majority of 3 480-Hz EFRs were below the noise floor level, the modulation frequency increase also reduced 4 the EFR magnitude significantly (W = 7.0; p = 0.001). An independent t-test between groups for 5 the 480-Hz conditions revealed that yNH participants had significantly larger EFRs (U = 63.0, p = 6 0.0004) than the oHI group. 7 1 The ABR traces were analysed for Wave I and V, and their respective amplitudes and latencies 2 are shown in Figure 6 . The insets show raw grand-average traces of the yNH (blue) and oHI (red) 3 participants for all four level conditions. A two-factor mixed design ANOVA for Wave I indicated 4 significantly larger amplitudes for yNH participants (F(1,44) = 9.67; p = 0.0033; η 2 = 0.18) but a 5 post-hoc analysis (28 comparisons) showed that this was only the case for the 90 dB peSPL 6 condition (t-ration = -4.106; p = 0.0048). No main effect was found for the increase in peSPL. 7 The interaction shows significance (F(3,132) = 2.88; p = 0.0381; η 2 = 0.06) resembling the large 8 variability in the Wave-I data (panel 6A). The average amplitudes for the oHI participants did not 9 show a consistent increase with peSPL. The same analysis for the Wave-I latency showed a 10 significant main effect of peSPL (F(3, 132) = 83.70; p < 0.0001; η 2 = 0.64) which was similar for 11 both groups and showed no interaction. 12
Effect of bandwidth and sound pressure level
Effect of modulation frequency
Fig. 5: Influence of different stimulus parameters on the EFR SNR response in the 0 dB modulation depth condition for a subset of participants in both groups (yNH, oHI). A) Effects of bandwidth and SPL. Single traces (where available) represent each participant's response over different bandwidth conditions (BB and NB at 75 dB; NB and 4-kHz PT at 70 dB). B) Effects of modulation frequency. Single traces represent each participant's response over different modulation frequencies (120, 480 Hz) in the BB condition. Crossed markers indicate values at noise floor level. Error bars show mean and standard deviation of significant data points (solid) and all data points (dashed) across participants in a group.
Auditory Brainstem Responses
Fig. 6: ABR latency vs. amplitude scatter plots for all yNH and oHI participants over the four peSPL levels for Wave I (A) and Wave V (B). Error bars display means and standard deviations across all participants in a group. Insets display the raw grand average ABR traces with 95% confidence intervals (filtered between 200 and 1500 Hz) for both participant groups. PeSPLs are indicated using colours ranging from black (70 dB) to blue/red (100 dB) where lighter colours represent higher levels (see colour bar).
1
ANOVA for the Wave-V amplitudes indicated significant effects of group and peSPL. The yNH 2 participants showed larger amplitudes (F(1,44) = 37.37; p < 0.001; η 2 = 0. 46) than the oHI 3 participants in all four peSPL conditions as revealed by a post-hoc analysis (28 comparisons) as 4 depicted in panel 7A. Wave-V amplitudes increased in both groups with increasing peSPL 5 (F(3,132) = 81.02; p < 0.0001; η 2 = 0.64) and post-hoc pairwise comparisons (28 comparisons) 6 confirmed this for most conditions. Exceptions that did not reach significance were the 70-vs. the Wave-I latencies, Wave-V latencies were significantly shorter in yNH participants (F(1,44) = 10 41.85; p < 0.0001; η 2 = 0.49), except for the 100 dB-peSPL condition (t-ratio = 2.41, p = 0.56). 11 The latencies in both groups converged to each other for higher peSPLs and showed a clearly 12 visible reduction in variance with increasing peSPL for the oHI participants (see panel 7B). Only 13 at the 100 dB peSPL condition and only for the oHI participants, did the ABR amplitudes and 14 latencies show a significant correlation (r = -0.49, p = 0.0176, N = 23), suggesting that at higher 15 peSPL, the latency as well as the amplitude reflect the degree of OHC loss. The peSPL had a 16 significant main effect (F(3, 132) = 169.16; p < 0.0001; η 2 = 0.74) on the yNH Wave-V latency, 17 showing a systematic decrease with increasing peSPL. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons (28 18 comparisons) for all but the yNH 90-vs-100 dB-peSPL condition (t-ratio = -1.99, p = 1.00) reached 19 significance, corroborating earlier reports (Lewis et al., 2015) . All contrasts for the oHI 20 participants reached significance, indicating a stronger influence of peSPL on the oHI latencies at 21 higher peSPLs compared to the yNH participants, which is supported by a significant interaction 22 effect (F(3, 132) = 16.81; p < 0.0001; η2 = 0.07). This again points to OHC loss as being the 23 driving influence behind this metric. This is further supported by the significant correlations of 24 the ABR Wave-V amplitude (70 dB: ρ = -0.50, p = 0.0147; 80 dB: ρ = -0.54, p = 0.0074; 100 dB: ρ 25 = -0.55, p = 0.0065, N = 23) and the Wave-V latency (90 dB: ρ = 0.41, p = 0.0499; 100 dB: ρ = 26 0.52, p = 0.0103, N = 23) with the 4-kHz audiometric threshold only found in the oHI group. 27 Smaller amplitudes and longer latencies go along with higher audiometric thresholds. The 4-kHz 28 DPOAE thresholds which were reliably extracted from the recordings also showed significant 29 correlations with the ABR Wave-V amplitudes in all four tested peSPL conditions (0.0025 ≤ p ≤ 1 0.0083, N = 13), but again only in the oHI group. 2 Similar to the EFR data, relative slope measures were computed from the Wave V ABR data to 3 reduce the effects of confounding factors on the absolute amplitudes. Such relative changes in 4 ABR characteristics have successfully been linked to cochlear synaptopathy in the past (Mehraei 5 et al., 2016). A straight line was fitted for each subject through the four data points representing 6 the amplitude and latency information. Figure 8 depicts the resulting ABR latency (panel A) and 7 ABR amplitude slope values (panel B) as a function of increasing peSPL for both groups. The yNH 8 participants showed very homogenous responses in both measures in comparison to the oHI 9 participants. yNH participants showed significantly shallower positive amplitude slopes (U = 10 87.0; p = 0.0001). Due to the violation of the equal variance assumption, Welch's t-test for 11 independent samples was used to assess the latency slope differences between groups. The 12 yNH group showed shallower negative latency slopes (t(24.95) = 4.91; p < 0.0001) than the oHI frequency audiograms are expected to affect the ABR latency slope (Gorga et al., 1985) . At the 4 same time, the ABR slope metrics did not link to any of the recorded hearing sensitivity 5 measures (4-kHz audiometric threshold or 4-kHz DPOAE thresholds). 6 Lastly, the ratio between the ABR Wave-I and Wave-V amplitudes was computed for the 100-dB 7 peSPL condition (see Figure 9 and 11B) as a self-normalizing measure thought to reflect central Wave-I/V ratio of yNH and oHI participants (U = 246; p = 0.3463) suggesting the absence of a 11 central gain mechanism in the oHI group. To investigate the gain mechanism from a different 12 angle, we also investigated the ABR Wave-I/V ratio and its relation to the Wave-I amplitude (see 13 Verhulst et al. (2016) for discussion). We used a multiple linear regression model predicting the 14 Wave-I/V ratio using the Wave-I amplitude and the group as predictor variables (Figure 9 ). The 15 results indicated a significant interaction term (t = -2.037, p = 0.048) aside from the expected 16 significant effect of the Wave-I amplitude. This indicates that the slope for the yNH group is 8 To investigate relationships between different potential electrophysiological measures of 9 synaptopathy, a correlation analysis was performed for the most reliable EFR (100% 10 modulation) at 120/480 Hz and the four ABR Wave-V level conditions. The results for the 100- 11 dB-peSPL ABR condition are visualised as regression plots in Figure 10 . As expected, a significant 12 correlation (r = 0.45; p = 0.04, N = 21) was found for the yNH participants in the BB group (f m : 13 120 Hz), which elicited the strongest EFRs due to the broader excitation of the basilar 14 membrane. A similar but weaker trend was also observed for the PT-EFR data. Even the oHI 15 participants showed a positive trend in the BB group which was mostly driven by two 16 participants with large EFRs. Without those two data points, the correlation disappeared 17 completely (r = 0.0; p = 0.983, N = 17). No trends were found for the oHI-PT group. The BB-480- 18 Hz EFRs for the yNH participants with significant responses (14 out of 21) correlated significantly 19 with each of the four ABR level conditions (70 dB: r = 0.55, p = 0.0427; 80 dB: ρ = 0.62, p = 20 0.0176; 90 dB: r = 0.74, p = 0.0027; 100 dB: r = 0.58, p = 0.0301; N = 14). The relation between 21 the BB-480-Hz EFR and the 100 dB-peSPL ABR is depicted in the first panel of Figure 10 (black 22 data points). These correlations also held when including all data points (except for the 100-dB- peSPL ABR). If all data points (also non-significant points) were included in the BB-oHI group, a 1 weak positive but non-significant trend was observed. 2 For the relative metrics (ABR amplitude slope and EFR slope), we expected a positive linear 3 relationship for the yNH participants, reflecting a positive covariation of neural recruitment with 4 temporal coding fidelity ability. However, the data did not show any significant or consistent 5 trends ( Figure 11A ). As visualised in Figure 11B , the Wave-I/V ratio also did not relate to the EFR (yNH, oHI) . The shaded areas display the 95% confidence interval of the regression fit.
Relationship between ABR and EFR metrics
Fig. 11: Regression plots of the EFR SNR slopes (slope of a straight line fitted through all three modulation depth conditions) with the ABR Wave-V amplitude slope (A) and the ABR Wave-I/V amplitude ratio (100 dB peSPL) for both main stimulus conditions (BB, PT) and participant groups
slope metric (no significance in any of the four groups). Furthermore, the 0-dB MD EFR 1 magnitudes did not relate to the ABR amplitude slope (Figure 12 ). Lastly, no significant relations 2 between the ABR Wave-I/V ratio and the 100% modulated EFR values were observed. There was 3 only a negative trend for the BB conditions in yNH (ρ = -0.3; p = 0.1824, N = 21) and oHI (r = -4 0.38; p = 0.1353, N = 17) groups, who showed higher EFRs for smaller Wave-I/V ratios. 5 6 We measured click-ABRs at different peSPLs and EFRs to a multitude of varying stimulus 7 parameters to contrast response behaviour of absolute and relative electrophysiological metrics 8 in young NH and older HI participants. In general, our results show that sensorineural hearing 9 loss has an impact on subcortical EEG measures and that their interpretation strongly depends 10 on the underlying types of impairments at play. The auditory coding of temporal fluctuations at moderate-to-high levels is believed to be 14 facilitated by the interplay of nerve fibres with high dynamic ranges (low-SR) and unsaturated 15 off-frequency fibres (Encina-Llamas et al., 2017). Hearing, as tested using the classical 16 audiogram, only requires a small amount of highly sensitive fibres (high-SR) to detect the presence of a sound (Liberman and Kujawa, 2017) . A relation between audiometric thresholds 1 and the EFR, the latter reflecting temporal coding fidelity in the early stages of the auditory 2 system, was not expected nor found within our two participant groups (with the oHI PT-EFR 3 condition as an exception). Nevertheless, when treating the participant sample as a whole, our 4 data show that audiometric hearing loss does have a significant effect on EFR strength. 5 Observing the effect only when pooling the subjects, but not within the yNH or oHI group can be 6 explained on the basis of co-occurring synaptopathy and OHC deficits in oHI listeners. Hence, 7 within a group of listeners with similar audiometric hearing loss, individual differences in EFR 8 magnitudes would reflect individual degrees of synaptopathy. At least for the PT-EFR condition, 9 simulations with a model of the human auditory periphery predict that individual differences in 10 NH and HI EFRs are most impacted by different degrees of synaptopathy and to a lesser extent 11 by OHC deficits (Verhulst et al., 2018b) . EFRs were shown to reduce with decreasing modulation 12 depth in both groups (Figure 2) , implying a similar variation of the ability to encode weak 13 temporal cues in the yNH and oHI auditory system. Our findings corroborate observations in 
Discussion
Relationship between SPL and the modulated neural firing rate 18
We contrasted subcortical EEG results of yNH and oHI participants recorded at the same SPLs to 19 mimic every-day listening conditions. While this approach does not bring listeners with different 20 hearing thresholds to the same sensation level (SL), it avoids the non-trivial challenge of 21 applying an appropriate compensation method. Perceptual approaches based on the ABR/EFR 22 stimulus threshold or on the audiogram, can introduce additional variability in the measures if 23 the cancellation is imperfect. Additionally, it is known that the modulated firing rate of AN fibres 24 in response to a SAM tone is not monotonously increasing with SPL but instead shows a bell 25 shape with its maximum depending on the fibre type (low-SR or high-SR; Joris and Yin, 1992). 26 Given a sufficient amount of intact nerve fibres, this means that a reduction of SPL within a 27 certain range could actually lead to an increase in neural synchronisation as represented by the 28 EFR. Applying a SL compensation might thus actually further complicate the interpretation of 29 the data in terms of synaptopathy, instead of attempting to compensate for individual degrees 30 of OHC deficits. If the amplification capacity of the OHCs is impaired, thereby reducing the 1 effective drive to the IHC/AN complex, this effect of increased modulated firing rates for 2 reduced SPL input, might also be observable in EFRs to medium-to-high stimulus SPLs. This 3 mechanism might partly explain the significantly increasing yNH-EFR magnitudes in response to 4 the 5 dB stimulus level decrease for otherwise identical narrowband conditions ( Figure 5A ). The 5 same mechanism could also have been the basis of the significant positive correlation between 6 oHI PT-EFRs and the audiogram threshold at 4 kHz. In line with our findings, enhanced sensitivity 7 to amplitude modulation, after the introduction of noise-induced hearing loss, was also 8 reported for chinchillas for carrier frequencies above 2 kHz and similar modulation frequencies 9 (Zhong et al., 2014) . The authors of the latter study interpreted this as a compensatory 10 mechanism of the periphery and/or central structures. 
Consequences for the ABR 12
While showing good retest-reliability at medium SPL in NH participants (Prendergast et al., 13 2018), the Wave I in humans is harder to measure than the Wave V using the vertex 14 configuration and varies greatly in amplitude and latency between participants (Beattie, 1988 ; 15 Lauter and Loomis, 1988; Mehraei et al., 2016; Trune et al., 1988) . Especially in the oHI group, 16 the ABR Wave I at lower SPLs were often too weak to be reliably extracted from the recordings. 17 It can therefore only be suspected that the ABR Wave-I amplitude for the oHI group was 18 strongly reduced by high-frequency OHC loss as computational modelling work has predicted 19 (Verhulst et al., 2016) . On the other hand, the ABR Wave V is very robust in humans and is 20 believed to be generated in the lateral lemniscus and inferior colliculus (Melcher et al., 1996 ; 21 Møller and Jannetta, 1985). The ABR Wave V was clearly detectable from our recordings even 22 for oHI participants (Figure 6/7 ). In agreement with earlier observations (Konrad-Martin et al., 23 2012) elevated hearing thresholds resulted in reduced ABR Wave-V amplitudes in all tested SPL 24 conditions in comparison to the yNH-ABRs. 25 Even though the Wave V is a marker of very early auditory processing, it cannot deliver identical 26 information to the Wave I regarding AN processing. It is therefore important to consider 27 whether the use of Wave V can be discussed in the context of synaptopathy. At least several 28 aspects of Wave-I characteristics are reflected in Wave V. For example, changes in ABR Wave-I 29 amplitude have been shown to be mirrored in the Wave-V latency shift for varying masking 1 noise levels while ABR Wave-I and V amplitudes did not relate in the quiet condition without 2 masking noise (Mehraei et al., 2016) . It was also reported that the latencies of both waves 3 covary for frequency contributions above 2 kHz (Don and Eggermont, 1978) . Based on this 4 observation, and the particularly strong vulnerability of high-frequency cochlear regions to OHC 5 loss, the increased Wave-V latencies in oHI participants might be interpreted as a neural marker 6 for high-frequency OHC loss. 7 In contrast to the earlier waves, Don & Eggermont (1978) also showed that the ABR Wave-V 8 amplitude is independent from the frequency regions contributing to its generation. It was also 9 reported that the Wave-V and Wave-IV amplitudes are not directly related to the amount of 10 cochlear synaptopathy in mice (Möhrle et al., 2016; Sergeyenko et al., 2013) . These findings 11 suggest that the reduced Wave-V peak amplitudes we reported for the oHI group might 12 predominantly be attributed to OHC loss. Nevertheless, a reduction in the number of nerve 13 fibres as a consequence of cochlear synaptopathy cannot be excluded as a possible contributor 14 as functional ABR model simulations show that both, synaptopathy and OHC loss, might reduce 15 the Wave-V amplitude (Verhulst et al., 2016) 
Effects of stimulus features
Effects of bandwidth on the EFR 19
Our results show clear differences as a consequence of manipulations of the stimulus 20 bandwidth in both groups ( Figure 5A ). An expected significant decrease in EFR magnitude with 21 stimulus bandwidth reduction was only observed in the yNH group and might reflect a more 22 restricted synchronised firing of the spiral ganglion cells and subsequent neural processing 23 stages in the ascending auditory pathway. Unfortunately, the PT conditions did not result in 24 maximising individual differences, but rather led to a greater number of EFRs at noise floor level 25 in the oHI participants. The NB stimulus (at least at 75 dB SPL) was able to evoke significant 26 responses in both groups while retaining good frequency specificity. However, without the use 27 of off-frequency masking, the relative contributions of off-frequency fibres to the NB-EFR 28 response remains unclear. The lack of sensitivity to the stimulus-bandwidth changes in the oHI- 29 EFRs might be attributed to the wider auditory filters as a consequence of OHC loss. A wider 1 band of frequencies falls within a certain filter, thereby reducing the frequency selectivity and 2 associated frequency-specific coding. In addition to the consequences of OHC loss, a reduction 3 of the number of nerve fibres might lead to a diminished ability of the brain to code subtle 4 stimulus envelope changes robustly enough to be picked up by the scalp EEG. 
Effects of modulation frequency and the EFR generators 6
Increasing the modulation frequency of the stimulus reduced the EFR significantly and similarly 7 for both groups (Figure 5B ). Our results corroborate the EFR reductions observed for higher 8 modulation frequencies in temporal modulation transfer functions (Purcell et al., 2004) . 9 Because we compensated for the frequency dependent noise floor (~1/f) by using the EFR SNR 10 metric, the effect of modulation frequency on the EFR is likely attributed to the frequency 11 dependent constructive and destructive phase interferences of multiple neural generators 12 thought to be responsible for the EFR generation (Tichko and Skoe, 2017) . Even though it is 13 much harder to measure the EFR to a 480-Hz modulator, they might reflect more peripheral 14 generators than the IC and offer a better proxy measure for synaptopathy (Shaheen et al., 15 2015). Our finding that the BB-EFR at 480 Hz for yNH participants is more strongly related to the 16 ABR Wave-V measure compared to the BB-EFR at 120 Hz ( Figure 10 ) is in line with this idea. But, 17 the higher modulation frequency comes at the cost of missing data points due to generally weak 18 responses in oHI group. Note that the argument about more peripheral sources for higher 19 modulation frequencies (Purcell et al., 2004) would only hold for noise carriers. The use of a 20 480-Hz modulator on a pure tone carrier yields resolved AM side-bands (Kohlrausch et al., 21 2000), which result in an across-frequency spectral representation of the AM stimulus rather 22 than a temporal envelope cue associated with AM side-band frequencies that fall within a single 23 auditory filter. 24 Our yNH BB-EFR slope metric ( Figure 3) showed comparable values to those reported in a 28 previous study (for a 100 Hz transposed 4 kHz pure tone carrier; Bharadwaj et al., 2015) . The 29 latter study related shallower EFR slopes to better AM and ITD detection thresholds as well as 30 selective attention task performance. Different from that study, we did not use off-frequency 1 notched noise masking. Consequently, the wider spread in the slope values in the PT compared 2 to the BB condition could in part be explained by an additional off-frequency contribution to the 3 PT-EFRs, whose extent might vary between listeners. We did not observe significant differences 4 in the steepness of the EFR slopes between the yNH and oHI group in contrast to what we 5 hypothesised. This challenges the interpretation of the EFR slope measure in light of 6 synaptopathy, as it is expected that synaptopathy occurs before OHC loss sets in with age 7 (Parthasarathy and Kujawa, 2018; Sergeyenko et al., 2013) . However, the potential contribution 8 of off-frequency fibres to the PT-EFRs might have affected the slope metrics in the two groups 9 differently and thereby washed out the expected effects caused by synaptopathy; i.e. the 10 increased cochlear filter width in the oHI population could have yielded stronger off-frequency 11 contributions compared to the yNH group. However, the same mechanism could not have been 12 responsible for the missing EFR slope differences in the BB conditions between groups due to 13 the broadband characteristic of the stimulus. We therefore conclude that factors such as OHC 14 loss and synaptopathy have different impacts on the EFR slope metric and that it is not 15 exclusively sensitive to synaptopathy. The potential presence of neural and sensory factors of 16 peripheral hearing loss on the EFR slope metric does not allow for a clear interpretation of this 17 metric in the oHI group. The few (mainly oHI participants) showing positive slope values reflect 18 the susceptibility of the EFR slope metric to outliers and high variability and could be partially 19 explained by potential non-linearities in the AM depth function (Dimitrijevic et al., 2016 ). 
Applicability of relative metrics in the normal and impaired auditory
The ABR amplitude and latency slope 21
Our data revealed shallower ABR amplitude and latency slopes for the yNH group in contrast to 22 the oHI group for peSPL levels between 70 and 100 dB (Figure 8 ). At those stimulus levels, low-23 SR fibres will already have reached their maximum discharge rate and any further increase in 24 amplitude of the brainstem response might only be due to the contributions of low-SR fibres 25 that show higher saturation levels (Heinz and Young, 2004; Liberman, 1978) . A steep slope in 26 the yNH group might therefore reflect a healthy SR-fibre population consisting of both low and 27 high SR fibres (Furman et al., 2013) . However, in contrast to our expectations based on the 28 hypothesis that synaptopathy is the main driving force of this metric, the oHI group actually 29 showed steeper ABR Wave-V amplitude growth in agreement with Gorga et al. (1985) . OHC loss 30 therefore seems to play the dominating role in determining the amplitude slope, by showing a 1 recruitment of additional high-frequency channels with increasing peSPLs which result in 2 stronger synchronised responses and steeper amplitude slopes. This broadening of peripheral 3 auditory filters at high SPLs results in a more basally peaking excitation pattern (Ren, 2002) 4 which explains the steeper oHI-ABR latency slopes we found for listeners with steep ABR 5 amplitude slopes. Our findings of increased latencies and steeper ABR latency slopes in the oHI 6 participants are in line with other studies (e.g. Burkard and Sims, 2002; Prendergast et al., 2017) 7 who described an increase of Wave-V latency with age or lifetime noise exposure and as a 8 function of audiometrically sloping hearing loss. The yNH latency slopes were less steep than 9 those reported for the oHI group and corroborate slope values reported in many other studies 10 (e.g. Dau, 2003; Don and Eggermont, 1978; Eggermont and Don, 1980; Mehraei et al., 2016) . At 11 100 dB SPL, the latencies of both groups converged and no longer differed significantly ( Figure   12 7). At this high stimulus level, latency and amplitude actually show a significant negative 13 relationship in the oHI group indicating that at high peSPL, the ABR Wave-V amplitude is 14 proportional to the extent of the broadening auditory filters caused by OHC loss. These results 15 suggest that increased stimulus levels can restore the oHI-ABR latency to normal while the 16 amplitudes remain smaller in this group (Lewis et al., 2015; Neely et al., 2003) . 17 The impossibility of restoring the ABR amplitude at higher stimulus levels might be indicative of 18 additional neural fibre loss in the oHI group. Participants that have low latency values at high differences between the yNH and oHI group for the Wave-I/V ratio as a potential marker of such 24 a neural gain mechanism at the level of the brainstem. Given the degraded auditory input for 25 the oHI participants, a smaller Wave-I/V ratio would have been expected (Schaette and 26 McAlpine, 2011). Nevertheless, the shallower slopes in the yNH group contrasting the Wave-I 27 amplitude against the Wave-I/V ratio (Figure 9 ) might be indicative of some degree of gain 28 compensation in the yNH group (see Verhulst et al., 2016 for a discussion of underlying effects). 29 The missing gain effect in the oHI group might be partially explained by considering age as a 30 factor. It was recently shown that such a compensatory gain mechanism was present only in 1 aged, not old, rats in a similar SPL range as was considered here (Möhrle et al., 2016) . 3 Contrasting the normal and impaired auditory system, we found a significant relation between 4 the yNH-ABR Wave V and yNH-EFR amplitudes for the 120 and 480 Hz modulated BB condition 5 ( Figure 10 ). As the neurons responsible for coding temporal stimulus modulations are 6 presumably only a subset of all neurons responding to the ABR click stimulus, this relationship 7 between overlapping neural generators was expected. Interestingly, this relationship breaks 8 down in participants with peripheral hearing loss. Other authors who reported similar 9 relationships between the EFR and ABR in rats interpret this as a decoupling of phasic and tonic 10 synchrony caused by changing ratios of neurons representing the different stimuli with age 11 (Parthasarathy et al., 2014) . Another potential mechanism that could have caused the missing 12 relation between the oHI-ABR and oHI-EFR is the loss of frequency selectivity that would allow 13 more neurons to respond to the AM stimuli, without altering the neural contributions to the 14 broadband click ABR. 15 The missing correlations between the EFR slope as a normalised measure of temporal coding 16 fidelity and the ABR amplitude slope as a normalised metric of neural recruitment in both 17 groups was unexpected, as other studies have suggested that both metrics independently relate 18 to synaptopathy expression (e.g. Bharadwaj et al., 2014; Furman et al., 2013) . Similarly, if 19 central gain and cochlear synaptopathy are two simultaneously occurring phenomena in the 20 peripheral auditory system, we should see a correlation between the ABR Wave-I/V ratio and 21 the EFR slope metric. This correlation should be particularly pronounced for the oHI group given 22 their degraded auditory input due to OHC and neural fibre loss. This was not the case in our 23 data ( Figure 11B ). 24 The missing relationships could have several reasons. The ABR amplitude slopes in the yNH 25 group showed very homogenous values and therefore very little variance. The degree to which 26 the participants in this study are affected by nerve fibre loss might just be too small to be 27 uncovered by the presented metrics. A similar reasoning could be applied to the yNH Wave-I/V 28 ratio. Despite findings in other studies (Schaette and McAlpine, 2011; Valderrama et al., 2018) , 29 the Wave-I/V ratio might not be a very reliable measure of central gain, given the difficult 1 ascertainment of the Wave I in humans, especially for HI participants. In this context, other 2 groups have also failed to show a difference between normal-hearing and tinnitus participants 3 with normal audiometric thresholds . As described earlier, the EFR slope is 4 hard to interpret in the presence of sensorineural hearing loss. Similarly, the oHI-ABR amplitude 5 slope might primarily reflect OHC loss which is not directly linked to cochlear synaptopathy. 6 7 In contrast to other groups (e.g. Bramhall et al., 2017; Liberman et al., 2016) who recorded 8 Wave I with gold foil tiptrode electrodes in NH groups, our ABR Wave-I amplitudes were 9 recorded with a conventional EEG setup and were often too weak to be picked up reliably. For 10 example, Wave-I data for our oHI group did not show any consistent trajectory across peSPL 11 conditions ( Figure 6 ). Due to its difficult ascertainment and high variability using standard 12 procedures, this measure is less attractive for diagnostic purposes in the context of 13 synaptopathy and has already been shown to be an unreliable predictor for hearing-in-noise 14 performance . A big caveat of the use of EFRs in a clinical context is the 15 low signal strength, primarily for the oHI group. Particularly, for the pure tone conditions, lower 16 modulation depths and high modulation frequencies yielded EFRs that could not be 17 distinguished from the noise floor. Even though the pure tone and narrowband stimuli deliver 18 more frequency specific information about potential fibre loss as compared to the broadband 19 stimuli, a quantitative interpretation of EFR magnitudes in relation to synaptopathy is 20 problematic without an appropriate reference condition. Future studies should improve the EFR 21 stimulus design to achieve stronger and more frequency specific EFRs. 22 
Interrelation of EFR and ABR metrics
Suitability for clinical applications
Summary and Conclusion
23
The present study investigated differences in multiple subcortical EEG measures in young NH 24 and older HI participant groups to investigate how these metric behave in the presence of 25 sensory and neural hearing deficits. We showed that EFRs and ABRs can be recorded in aged 26 participants with a high degree of sloping sensorineural hearing loss for certain stimulus 27 conditions. Both ABRs and EFRs showed lower amplitudes in the oHI group and were only 28 significantly related in the yNH group, thereby replicating the findings from numerous other 29 human and animal studies. The use of relative ABR and EFR metrics can provide valuable insight 1 into the underlying hearing deficit mechanisms but the high degree of variability (especially in 2 the oHI group) allows interpretations only on a group level and is, in the current design, less 3 suitable for individual diagnostics. The ambiguity in interpreting the oHI findings in the presence 4 of peripheral sensory and neural hearing loss underlines the suggestions of other authors (e.g. 5 Kobel et al., 2017; Plack et al., 2016) who argue that a reliable diagnostic procedure for 6 disentangling different contributors must involve a battery of electrophysiological and 7 behavioural tests to reduce the likelihood of incorrect diagnoses. This study reported what, 8 realistically, can be expected when applying and combining different established 9 electrophysiological metrics to the normal and aged impaired auditory system. Our findings can 10 help guide future developments of electrophysiological measures of cochlear synaptopathy 11 toward becoming a reliable and informative clinical tool. 12 
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